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Figure 1. Annotated TIARA-created visual summary of 10,000 emails in the year of 2008. Here, the x-axis encodes the time dimension,
the y-axis encodes the importance of each topic. Each layer represents a topic, which is described by a set of keywords. These topic
keywords are distributed along the time, summarizing the topic content and the content evolution over time. The tool tip shows the
aggregated content of the top-most topic (green one).

ABSTRACT
We are building an interactive, visual text analysis tool that aids
users in analyzing a large collection of text. Unlike existing work
in text analysis, which focuses either on developing sophisticated
text analytic techniques or inventing novel visualization metaphors, ours is tightly integrating state-of-the-art text analytics with
interactive visualization to maximize the value of both. In this
paper, we focus on describing our work from two aspects. First, we
present the design and development of a time-based, visual text
summary that effectively conveys complex text summarization
results produced by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model.
Second, we describe a set of rich interaction tools that allow users
to work with a created visual text summary to further interpret the
summarization results in context and examine the text collection
from multiple perspectives. As a result, our work offers two unique
contributions. First, we provide an effective visual metaphor that
transforms complex and even imperfect text summarization results
into a comprehensible visual summary of texts. Second, we offer
users a set of flexible visual interaction tools as the alternatives to
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compensate for the deficiencies of current text summarization
techniques. We have applied our work to a number of text corpora
and our evaluation shows the promise of the work, especially in
support of complex text analyses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of information exists in the form of text. Text documents, including news articles and emails, are used to convey
information, share knowledge, coordinate activities, as well as to
document business conducts and processes. As the number of text
documents increases, it becomes more time consuming and laborious for people to quickly locate critical information in a large text
collection or glean insights from such a collection [20, 4].
To help people cope with the ever increasing amounts of text docu-

ments, researchers have developed a number of tools facilitating
text analyses. Such efforts are mainly contributed by two research
communities: text analytics and information visualization. From
the text analytics community, researchers have developed a wide
array of text summarization techniques (e.g., [7, 4, 21]). From the
information visualization community, researchers have designed a
number of text visualization techniques (e.g., [14, 15, 20]).
However, there are few efforts that tightly couple state-of-the-art
text analytics with interactive visualization to maximize the value
of both. For example, researchers from the text analytics community use only basic visualizations to display their final analysis
results (e.g., matrix visualization in [13] and scatter plots in [10]).
On the other hand, researchers from the information visualization
community focus on illustrating rather simple analysis results (e.g.,
tf–idf measure of keywords in [20]). Although existing techniques
have achieved certain success, they may be inadequate in support
of more complex text analyses required by many real-world applications. Consider the role of a customer relationship manager of a
hotel chain, who is examining customers’ opinions about the
chain. To do so, he analyzes a large collection of texts—customer
feedback posted online or sent via emails, to answer a set of questions, including:
• What are the major topics in the customer feedback?
• What are the most active topics during the last three months?
• What are the key concepts mentioned in the above topics?
• How have the most active topics evolved over time?
To help users answer questions like these, we tightly integrate
interactive visualization with state-of-the-art text summarization
techniques to visually summarize a large text corpus. Specifically,
we are building an interactive visual text analysis tool, called
TIARA (Text Insight via Automated, Responsive Analysis). In this
paper, we focus on two key aspects of TIARA.
First, TIARA uses a time-based visualization to explain text summarization results of a text collection. Currently, we use the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [2] to automatically extract a set
of topics from a text collection. The LDA output is complex,
including a set of topics, each of which is depicted by a set of keywords and their probabilistic distributions. To make the complex
results consumable by average users, we design a time-based,
topic-oriented visual text summary. Figure 1 shows a visual summary created by TIARA. Each colored layer represents an
LDA-derived topic. Each layer is depicted by a set of keyword
clouds, summarizing the topic content and the content evolution
over time. The width of a layer at a time point encodes the
“strength” of the topic—the number of documents covering the
topic at that time.
Second, TIARA provides users with rich interaction tools that
allow them to further interpret and examine summarized text from
multiple perspectives. Text summarization techniques, including
LDA, are less than perfect. The interaction tools provide users with
alternatives to compensate for the deficiencies in these techniques.
For example, a user may not understand a derived topic and its
associated keywords. In such cases, the user could acquire additional information through a magic lens (Figure 3). Moreover, the
user can investigate the meanings of a topic keyword in the context
of relevant text messages (Figure 5).
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to combine
sophisticated, automatic text summarization techniques with interactive visualization to support an iterative, progressive text analysis. As a result, our work offers two unique contributions:

•

Effective visual metaphors that transform complex and
imperfect text analytic results into a comprehensible,
topic-based visual summary over time to facilitate complex
text analyses; and
• Flexible visual interaction techniques that let users interact
with a topic-based, visual text summary in context and examine texts from multiple aspects to compensate for the deficiencies of current text summarization technology.
In the rest of the paper, we first briefly discuss the related work.
We then describe the typical use of TIARA for text analysis.
Finally, we highlight TIARA’s key features and our evaluation.

2. RELATED WORK.

The work on interactive text analysis roughly falls in two areas:
text analytics and information visualization.
In the area of text analytics, researchers have developed a number
of approaches to text summarization (e.g., [7, 4, 13, 21, 22]). There
are two main techniques: sentence-based [4, 21, 22] and keyword-based [13, 7] text summarization. Sentenced-based
approaches identify the most salient sentences in a document [4,
21, 22]. However, it may be time consuming for users to read one
or two sentences per document especially when handling a large
document collection. Alternatively, keyword-based methods summarize documents by topics, each of which is characterized by a
set of keywords [13, 7]. TIARA’s text summarization is built on
the latter method, but its focus is on visualizing the summarization
results. Moreover, we provide users with visual interaction tools to
examine the results from multiple perspectives.
In the area of information visualization, researchers have developed various visualization approaches to text analysis (e.g., [15,
20]. Based on the type of information being visualized, these systems can be classified into two categories: meta-data-based and
content-based text visualization. Meta-data-based text visualization focuses on visualizing the meta data of text documents. For
example, in email analysis, there are thread-based email visualizations [11, 19], and relationship-based visualizations of email senders and receivers (e.g., [14, 15], www.enronexplorer.com, and
jheer.org/enron). Similarly, in text search, TileBars is used to visualize meta data, such as the document length and query term frequency [9].
Although meta-data-based visualization aids in text analysis, it can
hardly help discover deeper insights often buried in the text. Especially, such visualization does not work for the documents with little meta data. Thus, researchers have developed content-based text
visualization. For example, Viegas et al. build Themail to visualize
keywords based on their tf–idf scores in an email collection. Furthermore, there are many other general purpose text visualization
systems that transform a collection of text into a visual illustration
[24]. These systems include the Galaxy of News [16], Jigsaw [18],
and WordTree [23]. Based on the information being visualized,
there are two types of content-based text visualization systems.
The first type of systems, including the Galaxy of News [16] and
Jigsaw [18], focuses on depicting document relationships. In contrast, the second type of systems illustrates text content at the word
level, including TextArc (www.textarc.org), WordTree [23], and
FeatureLens [6].
Another piece of related work is ThemeRiver [8], which uses a
symmetric river metaphor around the horizontal axis to depict the
thematic variations over time within a document collection.
TIARA takes an alternative approach and aims to convey much
richer and far more complex text analysis results. In doing so, not
only does TIARA illustrate thematic strength variations over time,
but it also depicts the detailed thematic content in keywords (Fig-

Figure 2. A visual summary of text corpus on AIG. It includes news articles and forum posts collected from a number of online sources. Here, 34,690 documents are encoded by 5 topics. There are increased topic discussions around Sep 2008 and Mar 2009.

ure 1). Furthermore, TIARA is designed to visualize fully
machine-derived, complex text summarization results, including
the imperfect ones. As described later, this goal of ours also poses
additional visualization challenges that TIARA must address.
Compared with existing text visualization systems, TIARA visualizes both text content and meta data to facilitate a more comprehensive text analysis. It tightly combines state-of-the-art of text
summarization techniques with interactive visualization to support
a more in-depth and practical text analysis. On the one hand,
TIARA uses visualizations to convey complex summarization
results and make them consumable. On the other hand, it offers
rich visual interaction tools for users to examine text documents to
compensate for the deficiencies of the summarization technology.

3. SAMPLE SCENARIO: EMAIL ANALYSIS

TIARA has been used in two applications: email analysis and company reputation analysis. In email analysis, we have used TIARA
to analyze both personal and public email corpora (e.g., our own
inboxes and Enron email corpus). The goal for email analysis is to
understand the thematic content of an email collection and how the
thematic content evolves over time (Figure 1). In company reputation analysis, we apply TIARA to analyzing text information about

a company, including news articles and forum posts collected from
a number of online sources. The goal is to examine what has been
said about the company and how the topics change over time (Figure 2). For simplicity, in this paper, we mainly use the email analysis application to illustrate TIARA.
Here we use a sample scenario in email analysis to illustrate the
typical usage of TIARA. To provide users with an overview of
emails, TIARA starts with a visual email summary (Figure 1). A
visual summary encodes multiple pieces of information, including
the derived, top-N most important topics. For example, Figure 1
encodes the eight most important topics of an email collection.
Each topic is distinctly colored to be differentiated from one
another. A user can examine a topic from several aspects. First,
one can view topic changes in the form of keyword clouds distributed over time. In Figure 1 the top-most topic (green one) talks
about “harvest, table, data...” in March, while discussing “java,
code, vjit...” in August. Based on the varied width of a topic at different time points, one can also observe how a topic’s strength
(activeness) changes over time. For example, the “harvest” topic is
very active in March of 2008 but less active from April to July. To
get the gist of a topic, one can request to view all the topic keywords in a tool tip (Figure 1).
From a visual email summary, a user can drill down to more
detailed information. Assume that a user is interested in finding
out more about the selected topic segment around April (Figure 3).
She uses a magic lens [1] to obtain the senders/receivers of the
emails belonging to the selected topics. Since the lens provides
only the names of the senders and receivers, it lacks the details as
how these people are related to each other (e.g., frequency and patterns of email exchanges). To obtain such information, the user can
click on the lens to bring up a detailed network diagram (Figure 4).
The owner of the email corpus is placed in the middle. There are
two types of links: blue ones representing one-way communications and orange ones encoding two-way communications. The
closer a person is placed to the owner, more frequent email
exchanges occur between the two.

Figure 3. A lens showing names of email senders and receivers
under two topics around April, 2008. Color (purple vs. blue) is
used to distinguish people in different organizations.

The user can interact with the network diagram and trigger the
update of the visual text summary. For example, the user can select
a sub-set of people (Figure 4a) and request the visual summary of
the emails among only these people and the owner. Similarly, the
user can view the relationship changes among the senders and
receivers at different time points. Accordingly, the updated net-

(b)

(a)

Figure 4. Network diagrams showing sender and receiver relationships. (a) Highlighting the people involved in two-way communications. (b) Snapshot of the network at a different time point. Icons with blue fills are the “new” additions.

work view (Figure 4b) will also trigger the update of the visual text
summary (e.g., summarizing only emails among the people showing in Figure 4b).
To interpret the meaning of a keyword in a topic, a user can
retrieve emails that contain the keyword. Figure 5 shows the
retrieved email snippets that match the user-selected keyword
“cotable”. By clicking on an email snippet, the user can then read
the full email message. To provide users with the gist of an email,
TIARA also summarizes each email in keywords. A user can also
interactively constrain the emails s/he may be interested. Accordingly, the visual summary is updated to reflect only the topics relevant to the selected emails. See our video at
http://domino.research.ibm.com/comm/research_teams.nsf/pages/
iva.download.html). This function is useful, since it allows users to
analyze emails both top-down (i.e., from topics to individual
emails) and bottom-up (i.e., from individual emails to topics).

4. TOPIC-BASED TEXT SUMMARY

To produce an effective text summarization, we have examined
state-of-the-art text summarization techniques. Latent semantic
models appear to be very effective for topic modeling and analysis
(e.g., [13, 7]). Among these models, previous experiments show
that the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model outperforms others significantly in text summarization [7]. Therefore, we employ
LDA in TIARA to summarize a text collection at two levels. First,
we use it to automatically extract a set of latent topics for the
whole text collection. Second, we use LDA to summarize each
document in a set of keywords [7].

4.1 Summarizing a Text Collection

Given a text collection, the LDA method automatically learns a set
of topics. Formally, each topic is defined as follows.
Topics and Topic Keywords. A topic represents the thematic content common to a set of text documents. Each topic is characterized by a distribution over a set of keywords. We use the term topic
keywords to refer to these keywords. Each keyword has a probability, measuring the likelihood of this keyword appearing in the
related topic.

Topic Strength over Time. Since TIARA currently focuses on
helping users to analyze how topics evolve over time, we measure
the strength of a topic at a specific time point. Assume that a topic
Ti summarizes the thematic content over a set of documents D.
Given time t, we can then compute the distribution of topic Ti over
the sub-set of documents with time stamp t:
(1) Si [t] =

∑

L ( dk ) × P ( Ti dk )

dk ∈ D ( t )

Here dk is the kth document in collection D(t), which is the set of
documents at time t. Function L(dk) computes the normalized
length of document dk, while P(Ti | dk) calculates the distribution
of topic Ti in dk.
Naturally, Formula 1 defines the “strength” of a topic at time t.
Intuitively, stronger topics are covered by more documents in a
collection. Visually, the stronger topics appear wider.

4.2 Summarizing a Document

In addition to summarizing a collection of documents, we extract a
set of document keywords to describe the gist of each document
[7]. Like a topic keyword, a document keyword is also associated
with a score, measuring the relevance of the keyword to the document [7].

5. TOPIC-BASED VISUAL TEXT SUMMARY

As described in Section 4, the LDA output is a set of topics and
keywords that summarize the thematic content of a text collection.
In this section, we describe in detail how TIARA visualizes the
text summarization results.

5.1 Overall Visual Design

To encode the derived topics and their changes over time, we have
employed a stacked graph. We use colored topic layers to depict
individual topics, including their time evolution, thematic content
(topic keywords), and thematic strength (Figure 1). However, we
have extended a stacked graph to convey much richer and far more

Figure 5. Examining the email snippets that matched topic keyword “cotable”.

complex text summarization results. As described below, our
extensions are made in two areas: First, we optimize the stacking
order of the topic layers to produce a semantically faithful and aesthetically pleasing stacked graph. Second, we fill each topic layer
with keyword clouds at different time points to informatively convey the content changes over time.

one). Due to the distortion, the usable spaces within these three
topic layers diminish. This latter limitation is critical to TIARA,
since it needs to encode a rich amount of content (topic keywords)
within each topic layer. In contrast, the bottom three layers in Figure 6 are placed in the middle (Topics 0, 1, and 2) in Figure 1. Such
a stacking order avoids above issues.

According to [3], there are four key steps in producing a stacked
graph: (1) computing the geometry of layers, (2) layer coloring, (3)
layer ordering, and (4) layer labeling.

Our initial experiments also found that ordering topic layers purely
based on aesthetic criteria is insufficient for text analysis. Topic
ordering without considering the semantic properties of topics may
reduce the gestalt effect of perceiving desired data associations,
which in turn hinders users from discovering data patterns. In Figure 7(b), the bottom two topics are closely related, describing two
complementary efforts. The complementary evolution of the two
topics can be easily observed in Figure 7(b). For example, during
the time interval t, Topic 3 becomes increasingly more active while
Topic 1 is dormant. However, such relationship would be hard to
perceive in Figure 7(a) as the two topics are not placed next to each
other.

For the first step, we adopt the wiggle-minimizing method proposed in [3] to create a smooth topic layer. In the second step, we
use complimentary rainbow colors to differentiate adjacent layers.
We also use colors to depict topic relationships. In particular, we
consider the semantic properties of topics when making color
choices. Currently, we use colors in the same family with varied
hues to color layers that represent semantically similar topics. For
example, Topics 1 and 2 in Figure 1 are both colored in blue with
different hues, since they both talk about intellectual property. We
measure the semantic similarity of two topics by counting the
number of the same documents belonging to both of them:
(2) SemSim ( T i, T j ) = C ( D i ∩ D j ) ⁄ Max ( C ( D i ), C ( D j ) )

To create an aesthetically appealing and semantically meaningful
visual text summary, we extend the layer ordering method in [3] to
meet three criteria: (1) minimizing layer distortion, (2) maximizing
the available space within each layer to accommodate rich the-

Here Ti and Tj are the ith and jth topics, to which documents Di and
Dj belong, respectively. Function C() counts the number of documents. The value is normalized to fall between [0, 1].
While the first two steps are straight forward, the last two steps
require special efforts to handle the complexity of our text summarization results.

5.2 Ordering Topic Layers

The stacking order of the topic layers directly impacts the legibility
and aesthetics of a stacked graph [3]. In our case, the distortion
caused by an undesirable layer ordering can also diminish the
usable space for displaying the topic keywords within a topic layer.
Figure 6 shows the same topic layers showing in Figure 1 stacked
in a random order. In Figure 6, it may be difficult for a user to realize that the bottom three topic layers are flat, since their overall
shape is distorted by the shape of the topic in the middle (purple

Figure 6. Randomly ordered topic layers of Figure 1.

matic content, and (3) ensuring visual proximity of layers to be
proportional to their semantic similarity (Formula 2). Simultaneously satisfying all three criteria is an optimization problem. Currently, we use a three-step greedy algorithm to approximate it.
First, we compute the volatility of a topic layer Ti based on the
standard deviation of the layer heights (Formula 3). This metric
states that a topic layer is “volatile”, if its strength fluctuates
greatly over time.
(3) V(Ti) = F σ ( h ik ) .
Here, hik is the layer height at time tk; Fσ computes the standard
deviation of the layer heights.
Second, we sort all the topic layers based on their volatility and
start time. The least volatile one with the earliest start time is
placed in the center of the graph. Third, we select the next topic
layer to add in by an “inside-out” order [3]. The next topic is
selected based on its four properties: start time, volatility (Formula
3), semantic similarity with the previously added topic (Formula
2), and geometric complementariness with the previous topic (Formula 4). Step three is repeated until all the topic layers are added to
the stacked graph.
(4) GC(Ti, Tj) = F σ ( h ik + h jk ) .
Consequently, our approach balances all three layer-ordering criteria. First, it places the “flatter” topic layers toward the center of the
graph and curvier ones along the edge to minimize the layer distortion [3]. Second, it neighbors geometrically complementary topic
layers to maximize the usable space within each layer. Third, it
groups semantically similar topic layers together to facilitate topic
association and comparison.

5.3 Placing Topic Keyword Clouds

Unlike typical stacked graphs, which mainly illustrate numeric
trend changes with a few labels [8, 3], TIARA must convey rich
text-based trend changes. In other words, the label of each layer is
no longer a short text string but multiple sets of keywords,
abstracting the content of a topic at different time points. Laying
out these keywords in a topic layer is non-trivial, since it must satisfy multiple and potentially competing constraints. For example,
we want to display as many keywords as possible to informatively
describe a topic while preventing keyword overflowing across the
topic boundary.

ible font size or above. When evaluating the neighborhood of t,
there are three possible outcomes.
First, if there is adequate space to fit a set of keywords (K>3) in the
neighborhood of time t, TIARA marks the space.
Second, if there is no adequate space within the allowed neighborhood to fit a single keyword in the minimal legible font, TIARA
merges these keywords with those associated with time t+δ. It then
advances to the time point t+δ to look for suitable space. If TIARA
is still unable to find a suitable space, it will drop the keywords at t
to ensure temporal proximity of the keyword placement (criterion
1). Otherwise, TIARA marks the space found near t+δ.
Third, TIARA finds adequate space to fit only a few keywords
(K<=3). To avoid visual clutter, TIARA tries to minimize the number of scattered keyword clusters within a topic layer. It thus looks
ahead to check the space around the time point t+δ. If there is
ample space (area>φ), TIARA merges the keywords at t and t+δ
and place them near t+δ. For example, TIARA merges Topic A’s
keywords of March with those of April and places them near April
(Figure 8). If both usable areas near t and t+δ are small (i.e., each
space fits fewer than 3 keywords), TIARA then combines the two
areas to fit the merged keywords.
The above steps are repeated until every keyword set is processed.
Keyword Cloud Packing. Once TIARA finds a suitable space, it
creates a keyword cloud in the allowed space. Our approach is
based on Wordle (www.wordle.net) to pack keywords as tightly as
possible. For computational efficiency, however we consider only
spaces surrounding a packed word but not inside of it (e.g., the
space available between the characters). Like Wordle, TIARA
places the most important keywords in the center. The keyword’s
font size is proportional to its importance but can not be smaller
than the minimum legible font size. To avoid keyword “overflow”,
we adopt a particle-based method [12] to pack the keywords within
the boundary of a topic layer. We pack as many keywords as possible in a designated space as long as every displayed keyword is
legible and no keyword spills over the topic boundary.
Besides distributing keyword clouds along time within a topic
Topic 1

(a) Unordered

Topic 2

Currently, our keyword placement method considers three factors:
(1) temporal proximity, (2) content legibility, and (3) content
amount. The first factor states that topic keywords be placed near
the most relevant time coordinate. The second criterion requires
that keywords be legible, such as avoiding keyword occlusions and
overflowing across topic boundaries. The third criterion attempts
to maximize the use of available space in a topic layer to display as
many keywords as allowed. To meet all three criteria, we develop a
two-step algorithm to place topic keywords as a series of keyword
clouds along the timeline within a topic layer.

Topic 3

(b) Ordered

Topic 2
Topic 3

First, we sort all keyword sets of a topic by their time stamp. Starting from the earliest time stamp, we try to find a suitable space to
place the associated keyword set within the topic layer. Second, we
pack the keywords as a keyword cloud in the found space.
Space Allocation. To locate a suitable space for placing a set of
topic keywords at time t, we search the neighborhood of t (t±σ).
Let δ be the time unit (δ=ti+1-ti) and σ<0.5δ to ensure that the keywords be placed near t. To ensure the legibility of topic keywords,
TIARA also requires that a keyword be displayed in a minimal leg-

t
Topic 1
Figure 7. Ordering of topic layers.

user-selected topic keyword. Similar to information retrieval [5], a
document may contain multiple sentences that match the selected
keyword. Our second criterion states that a different snippet (sentence) be used to represent a document if a similar snippet is
already being used for representing another document. Consequently, diverse information is provided for users to assess the
meanings of interested keywords. If needed, a user can also interact with a document snippet to view the full document.

Topic A

Figure 8. Alternative layout of topic layers.

layer, we also provide a tool tip to show all keywords associated
with the topic (Figure 1). This view offers users a topic overview
regardless its thematic changes.

5.4 Alternative Topic Layer Layout

We initially considered laying out topic layers only by an
“inside-out” order [3]. While this layout produces a smooth and
symmetric appearance (Figure 1), the symmetric layout leads to
two artificial groups of topics, one on each side of the X axis. This
perception may be caused by the rich textual information displayed
in each layer. To amend this situation, we have then experimented
with an alternative layout where all topic layers are stacked on the
one side of X axis. In this layout, flatter topic layers are placed
near the bottom and curvier ones on the top. The resulting visual
summary eliminates the artificial grouping effect and also produces a more compact layout (Figure 8). To assess the two different designs, we have consulted four visual/graphics designers.
While one preferred the original design (Figure 1), three favored
the other (Figure 8). Their rationales are similar to the ones
described above. As a result, we decided to use the design where
all topic layers are stacked on the one side of the X axis in TIARA.

6. TOPIC-BASED VISUAL TEXT ANALYSIS

To better aid users in consuming complex text summarization
results and perform deeper analysis, TIARA allows the users to
interact with the generated visual summary and examine relevant
data from multiple perspectives. Specifically, we support several
typical types of visual interactions.
Topic Details on Demand. Due to the limited screen real estate,
often only a sub-set of topic keywords can be displayed within a
topic layer. Moreover, the narrower a topic layer, the fewer topic
keywords it can accommodate. In such cases, users may find the
displayed information inadequate for their tasks and would request
more details about the topic. To support such requests, TIARA
allows users to interactively zoom in on a selected topic or topic
segments. Currently, TIARA uses a fisheye view technique [17] to
display more details of a selected topic (see more in our video).
Text Information on Demand. Due to the imperfection in our
text summarization results, it is often necessary to examine the
meaning of topic keywords in the context of the original text information. To do so, TIARA allows users to select any topic keyword
displayed in a topic layer to retrieve the relevant documents.
Instead of displaying the full retrieved documents, TIARA displays only document snippets to save screen space and not to overload users with information (Figure 5). Currently, document
snippets are created based on two criteria: keyword match and
diversity. The first criterion ensures that a snippet contains the

Coordinated Multiview Analysis. Although topic keywords represent the gist of a topic, they may be insufficient for users to fully
grasp the meaning of the topic due to the terseness and potential
ambiguities of the keywords. Intuitively, this problem may be alleviated by using n-gram instead of unigram topic keywords. However, our experiments show that the quality of n-gram-based
summarization largely depends on the characteristics of a text corpus. For example, our n-gram-based email summarization appears
ineffective since most n-gram keywords in emails represent people
names or locations (e.g., New York).
As a corpus-neutral solution, TIARA allows users to interactively
request additional data to help comprehend a topic. Currently, a
user can request relevant meta data from a visual summary. In
email analysis, users can request meta data such as sender and
receiver information (e.g., Figure 4), while in company reputation
analysis, they can ask for author and news source information. The
visualizations of meta data are coordinated with the visual summary. As a result, users can use multiple views simultaneously to
perform their analyses.

7. EVALUATION

To evaluate the usefulness of TIARA, we have applied TIARA to a
number of text corpora. In email analysis, TIARA has been used to
analyze two types of email corpora. One is to let our colleagues
use TIARA internally to analyze their own email archives. The
other is to apply TIARA to analyze the Enron email corpus
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/), examining the emails of Enron
key personnel. In company reputation analysis, we have applied
TIARA to text corpora collected from various online sources for a
number of companies (e.g., AIG and Lehman Brothers). Currently,
our email analysis is limited to examining one person’s email
archive at a time, while our company reputation analysis is on
investigating one company at a time.
Due to the complexity involved and time required in analyzing
Enron emails and company reputations, we found it difficult to
design realistic analysis tasks for users to perform using the Enron
or the company reputation corpora within a short time span (i.e., 1
5–30 minutes). Thus, we decided to first evaluate TIARA using the
email data contributed by our colleagues.

7.1 Study Setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of TIARA in support of email analysis, we first recruited a volunteer who had been using TIARA for
several months and was willing to contribute her email collection
to our study. From the email corpus contributed by this colleague,
we used her emails from the year of 2008 (~10,000 emails).

7.1.1 Task Design

We worked with the email owner to identify a set of email analysis
tasks, which she often performed in her work. Together we
designed three types of email analysis tasks. The first type of task
was the easiest. It required users to answer a set of specific questions using the email correspondences between just two people.
We designed this set of tasks specifically to evaluate the effectiveness of TIARA in support of simple analysis tasks like those supported by Themail [20]. The second type of task is more difficult,

Task1

examining emails between two people

What are the three main concepts mentioned during their June emails?
Which month of 2008 is the most active in their email exchanges?
Task2

examining emails about a project named “Cobra”

Who were involved in Cobra?
When was this project the most active?
What was discussed during the active period?
Task3

examining emails in general

What was the most active topic in May?
Who were the people involved in this topic?

Table 1. Sample questions in our study tasks.
asking users to answer a set of questions about a specific event,
which often involves email exchanges among multiple people. The
users were provided several clues that could be used to start the
investigation. Finally, the third set of tasks was the most difficult
as it provided few clues to start with. This type of task was
intended to evaluate TIARA’s effectiveness in more complex analysis tasks.
We designed a total of 24 questions for three types of tasks. Table 1
shows a set of sample questions in each type of task. To ensure the
validity of the tasks in the context of TIARA, we asked the email
owner to answer all the questions using TIARA to obtain
ground-truth answers. We amended problematic questions based
on the email owner’s experience. To accurately measure user performance (e.g., answer time) and avoid potential biases (e.g.,
users’ communication capability), we used the obtained answers to
phrase each question as a multiple-choice question. For example,
when asked “what was the most active topic in May”, a user was
presented with four possible answers:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

visualization, analysis, social
disclosure, iplaw, evaluation
proposal, pku, yuan
tan, offering, recruiting

7.1.2 Method

We recruited ten users, who had never used TIARA. While five of
them were familiar with the email owner or her work, another five
were not. Each user was asked to perform all the tasks. To avoid
potential biases such as learning effects, we randomly permuted
the order of tasks.
At the beginning of each user session, we gave a brief tutorial of
TIARA. Each user was allotted 15 minutes for each task. The user
was asked to fill in an evaluation survey after each task. We logged
the user’s answers to all questions and recorded all user interactions and the time used for answering each question.
To compare user performance across the three types of tasks, we
used both objective and subjective measures. Our three objective
measures were derived from the log data: answer completion rate
(percentage of the answered questions), answer error rate (percentage of incorrect answers), and answer time (the time spent on
each question). For each task, we computed the mean answer completion rate, error rate, and answer time across all the users and
questions. Our three subjective measures were extracted from the
user surveys: usefulness (how useful a system is for the task at
hand), usability (how easy to use a system for the task at hand),
and system satisfaction. All the subjective measures were rated on
a 5-point scale, with 1 being the worst and 5 being the best. Furthermore, we asked the participants to indicate their most and least

liked features of TIARA, and suggest additional features to
enhance email analysis.

7.2 Results and Analysis

We examined both objective and subjective data collected from our
study. Figure 9 shows users’ performance in three types of tasks by
all measures except answer completion rate, since the answer completion rate is 100% across all users and all tasks. Objectively,
TIARA helped users better perform more complex tasks (Tasks 2
and 3) (Figure 9a–b). Subjectively, users favored TIARA more for
helping them complete more complex tasks (Tasks 2 and 3) (Figure 9c).

7.2.1 Objective Measures

Except the answer completion rate, users’ performance varied in
answer time and error rate when using TIARA to handle different
types of tasks. First, users finished Task 2 the fastest (82 seconds),
then Task 3 (104 seconds), and Task 1 (194 seconds). While the
time difference between Tasks 2 and 3 was insignificant, the differences between Tasks 1 and 2 (p<0.000), and Tasks 1 and 3
(p<0.005) were statistically significantly (Figure 9a). Second,
users’ mean answer error rates differed across tasks, although none
of the differences was significant (Figure 9b). All users completed
Task 1 correctly, but with an error rate of 8% and 12% in Task 3
and Task 2, respectively.
We analyzed how various factors, such as task type and users’
knowledge, might have impacted answer time and error rate.
ANOVA tests found that only the task type (p<0.000) had influenced the answer time significantly.
To better understand these results, we further examined the nature
of the tasks and TIARA’s usage. From our logs, we first investigated why users spent the most time on the simplest task (Task 1).
Task 1 required the users to study email correspondences between
two people. However, TIARA provided the summary of the whole
email set, which required the users to locate the relevant topics
first in the visual summary before obtaining answers. On the opposite, more difficult tasks like Tasks 2 and 3 required the users to
have a good understanding of the entire email collection. TIARA’s
visual summary precisely provided the users with a quick understanding of all the emails. Moreover, we observed that the users
used the provided clues to jump start their investigations. For
example, Task 2 asked questions about a project named “Cobra”.
Almost all users started with finding the topics relevant to “Cobra”
(containing topic keyword “Cobra”) in the presented visual summary. After locating the relevant topics, they then examined the
emails under these topics. In contrast, Task 3 provided little clues
for the users to start with. They had to examine each topic in the
summary before coming up with the answers. This perhaps
explained why the users finished Task 2 the fastest.
Although our users took the longest time in finishing Task 1, they
had completed the task perfectly. In contrast, they made small mistakes in both Tasks 2 and 3. When examining these mistakes, we
found that most of the mistakes were related to questions requiring
careful detailed analysis. For example, one such question was asking the users to identify a list of people involved in a project.
Although candidate lists were provided as multiple choices, the
users still needed to examine the details of relevant emails before
making a selection. Currently, TIARA does not automatically
extract and highlight the relationships between people and events.
It thus did not directly help our users in such cases.

7.2.2 Subjective Measures

Overall, our users thought that TIARA was more useful and usable
for more complex tasks (Tasks 2 and 3), and were more satisfied

with TIARA in such tasks (Figure 9c). T-tests showed that the user
opinions differed significantly in all three measures between simple and complex tasks: usefulness (Tasks 1 and 2 p<0.001), usability (Tasks 1 and 2, Tasks 1 and 3, p<0.000), and satisfaction (Tasks
1 and 2 p<0.000, Tasks 1 and 3 p<0.02). Moreover, the task type
was the only factor that impacted usefulness (p<0.02), usability
(p<0.000), and satisfaction (p<0.002) significantly. Users’ familiarity with the email owner’s work also impacted usability significantly (p<0.004). Again, users’ subject opinions confirmed our
above analysis about TIARA’s effectiveness in various tasks:
TIARA helped users more in more complex analysis tasks.
When asked about their opinions of TIARA’s key features, nine
out of ten participants (90%) indicated that they liked the visual
email summary the best. Seven out of ten (70%) participants stated
that they least liked TIARA’s inability to identify various semantic
entities (e.g., people and events) involved in the extracted topics.
In turn, this deficiency of TIARA did not aid users in performing
detailed analysis (e.g., identifying people involved in an event1).
To better understand the rationale behind their preferences, we further studied the participants’ comments. Their comments were
consistent with our analysis. Overall, TIARA was favored for two
main reasons. First, TIARA’s visual summary helped users gain a
quick understanding of the underlying emails. Almost all users
(90%) commented on how easily they could use TIARA to identify
topics and observe content changes over time. Furthermore, we
observed that participants who were familiar with the email
owner’s work often used their knowledge to eliminate impossible
answers. As a result, users who could use their knowledge to
quickly find the desired information in a visual summary tended to
value TIARA more. For example, one user commented: “There is
a lot of information (in this summary). But I know these (pointing
to some topics) are irrelevant, so I focus on...”. This helps explain
why a user’s knowledge impacted the usability measure.
Second, users liked TIARA’s interaction tools that provided them
the versatility to examine email data from multiple angles. For
example, one user commented, “... I did not know what these keywords meant. But it is good that I could look them up in the
emails...” We also observed that users switched often between a
visual summary, the email snippets, and the full email messages to
glean information.

7.2.3 Discussions

For sanity check, we also asked our participants to assess whether
Themail [20] could be used to perform the three types of tasks. We
designed a set of similar but not identical questions. As a result, all
1 People involved in an event may be different from those who are the
senders and receivers of the emails about the event. Thus our current
sender-receiver diagram may not help in this regard.

(a)

our users had great difficulties in using Themail to finish Tasks 2
and 3. They clearly indicated that Themail was unfit for Tasks 2
and 3. In Task 1 that Themail was designed for, it was interesting
to observe that TIARA outperformed Themail in both answer completion rate (100% vs. 95%) and error rate (0% vs. 20%). However,
Themail outperformed TIARA in answer time (171.55 secs vs. 1
94.65 secs). This result was in accordance with our previous finding. Themail provided users with just the right amount of information for the task. In contrast, TIARA provided a summary of all
emails, costing users more time to filter out irrelevant emails.
However, the simple tf–idf-based keyword display in Themail was
not powerful enough for users to easily identify topics and observe
thematic changes even within the emails between two people.
Thus, TIARA helped answer more questions and more accurately.
During our study, we asked the participants’ preferences on the
two layouts, symmetric (Figure 1) and asymmetric layout (Figure
8). Five out of ten (50%) users preferred the asymmetric layout.
They considered the layout more “natural”, and liked that it packed
the topic layers tightly for easy comparison. In contrast, they perceived a “divided” visualization in a symmetric layout, consisting
of two parts, one on each side of X axis. They considered the “division” an extra burden for comprehending the graph. Three (30%)
users favored the symmetric layout. They felt the visualization was
less distorted and thus more topic content could be shown. The
remaining two users (20%) had no preference.
The participants’ feedback also revealed the current limitations of
TIARA. Eight of ten (80%) users expressed the need to provide
feedback through visual interaction to improve the text analytics.
For example, Topics 1 and 2 in Figure 1 should really be one topic.
Several users wished that they could merge them together to avoid
confusion. While visually merging the two topics may be easy, it is
difficult to feed the merged results back to the LDA engine to
enhance its future performance. Because of the terseness of topic
keywords, several users also suggested that TIARA label each keyword with its semantic category to visually distinguish various
concepts (e.g., people versus place). Since this feature involves
named entity recognition, a research topic itself, we are exploring
how to combine it with the LDA method used in TIARA.
Several users also expressed their desire to examine additional topics instead of just the top-N most important ones. Scaling a visual
summary to accommodate a number of topics is non trivial for several reasons. First, we need to properly label the topics so they can
be easily identified. However, it is difficult to uniquely label an
LDA-derived topic. We are exploring how to use a small set of
keywords to label such a topic. Moreover, topic layers are ordered
by three criteria (Sec 5.2). Since the screen real estate is always
limited, at certain point we must minimize or hide displayed topics

(b)
Figure 9. Objective (a–b) and subjective (c) study results.

(c)

in order to show new topics. In such cases, it is unclear whether we
should re-order the entire stack of topics or just incrementally
order the new ones for the sake of performance and visual continuity.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an interactive, visual text analysis tool,
called TIARA. TIARA supports both top-down and bottom-up
visual text analysis. In a top-down process, TIARA provides a user
with a visual summary of a text corpus. The user can drill down to
specific text snippets and original text messages to better understand the summarized topics and topic keywords in context. In a
bottom-up process, a user starts with a small set of text documents.
Based on their content, the user may be interested in analyzing an
expanded set of text documents. Accordingly, TIARA creates a
visual summary of the expanded set. From the created visual summary, the user can then start another round of analysis.
As a result, TIARA provides users with two distinct benefits. First,
its visual summary provides users a quick overview of a large collection of text information, which helps them understand the thematic changes over time, and enables them to make rapid decisions
on where they need to dig deeper. Second, TIARA offers users
with a flexible set of interaction tools that help them digest text
summaries in context, and examine relevant text information from
multiple angles to compensate for the deficiencies of current text
summarization technology. Our preliminary evaluation also demonstrates that TIARA effectively aids users in their text analysis
tasks, especially in the more complex tasks.
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